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Ding Yi Music Company
Esplanade Recital Studio/Last Saturday

Chang Tou Liang

The Song and Tang dynasties represented a golden
age of the literary arts in China, which flourished
until its conquest by the warlike Mongols of the
Yuan dynasty.

Its poetry inspired no less than the likes of
Gustav Mahler in his autumnal lyric symphony The
Song Of The Earth.

This concert last Saturday at the Esplanade
Recital Studios by the Ding Yi Music Company
conducted by Lim Yau, with music by Zechariah
Goh Toh Chai, was somewhat less ambitious while
attempting to encompass similarly epic subjects.

An added dimension to this production was the
projection of calligraphy by former Nanyang
Academy of Fine Arts president Choo Thiam Siew,
who is also chief executive of the Singapore Chinese
Cultural Centre. Narrator Lee Yong Tick read the
poems in Mandarin as a prelude to each of the sung
movements.

The first part comprised three poems, beginning
with Butterflies Over Flowers, with hushed plucked
strings (ruan, pipa, cello and bass) creating a suita-
bly serene atmosphere for tenor Jeremy Koh’s impas-
sioned song and recitation.

Women’s voices from the Nafa Chamber Choir
were unaccompanied in Li Bai’s Qing Ping Diao
(Pure Serene Music) and a mixed choir incanted the
word fei (Chinese for flight) countless times in
Peng, a segment from Zhuang Zi’s Xiao Yao You
(Carefree Wondering).

Of course, such polyphony in composer Goh’s
scores was foreign and even non-existent in those
times, but his intention was not to recreate ancient
music, but to relive its spirit through modern compo-
sitional techniques.

He succeeded with a combination of idiomatic
choral writing and coherence in conception, even if
the choir was at times not always spot-on in
intonation.

The second part was Da Feng Ge (Song Of The
Rising Wind), conceived like a six-movement canta-
ta on the subject of war and ancient chivalry.

Two bare-chested drummers opened the work
with a pugilistic show of belligerence, heralding
tenor Koh’s Song Of Gai Xia, a show of anger and
indignation that had both spoken and sung ele-
ments, accompanied by chanting male voices.

Soprano Su Yiwen provided the most glittering
display of vocal prowess in Reply To Xiang Yu, the
concubine Yuji’s song of anguish and despair.

Two purely instrumental movements set the
scene for the grand finale. Kenny Chan’s sanxian led
the charge in Besiege From All Sides, while the stage
was bathed in blood red light in Battle Of Gai Xia,
where the strident winds and high pitched strings
chillingly depicted scenes of carnage.

The closing Song Of The Rising Wind for full
choral and orchestral forces was a glorious paean to
ultimate victory, but a nuanced one where reflection
stood in parity with celebration.

This 30-minute work could be considered a
Singaporean-Chinese answer to Prokofiev’s war-
inspired cantata Alexander Nevsky and that is
saying quite something.
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YEFIM BRONFMAN PLAYS BRAHMS
Singapore Symphony Orchestra, Shui Lan – conductor, Yefim
Bronfman – Piano
Esplanade Concert Hall/Last Friday

Mervin Beng

Brahms’ piano concertos have featured heavily on
pianist Yefim Bronfman’s (right) touring schedule of
late, and he has plans to record both concertos with
the Cleveland Orchestra.

The Piano Concerto No. 2 was completed almost
a quarter of a century later than the first, a more
complex and challenging work for both soloist and
orchestra, breaking conventions on several fronts,
including having four movements instead of three.

In a post-concert chat session, the Israeli-
American pianist talked about how this concerto
sometimes felt like chamber music, where he shared
the music with a range of solo instruments, starting
with the opening horn solo, performed elegantly by
Marc-Antoine Robillard, and continuing on to an
achingly beautiful extended cello solo played by Ng
Pei Sian in the third movement.

The concerto has many parts calling for
full-blooded piano playing and the beefy Bronfman
dispatched them effortlessly.

The true joy, however, was to hear him blending
seamlessly with different parts of the orchestra,
adjusting his touch and tone to sound like a wood-
wind chorale one moment and a full orchestra the
next.

It was a pity that even his great touch was not
able to overcome a slightly steely, brittle tone from
the Steinway piano in use.

The Singapore Symphony Orchestra (SSO) were
also in great form. The work is more symphonic
than in any concerto written earlier, and was played
with excellent orchestral tone.

Conductor Shui Lan’s empathetic direction made
the concerto a resounding success.

An ecstatic audience coaxed two encores from
Bronfman and the second – a deceptively simple
miniature by Scarlatti – was simply mesmerising.

The second work for the evening was
Rachmaninov’s Symphonic Dances.

One of the composer’s last works, it is also soon
to be recorded, this time by the SSO as the final
instalment of their complete Rachmaninov box set
on BIS Records.

Over the years, Shui and his musicians have
developed an affinity for the composer’s music and
from the rollicking opening theme through the
adventurous harmonies of the second and third
movements, the much admired precision and direct-
ness of the SSO’s Rachmaninov performances were
evident.

Strong solos were to be heard throughout from
the wind principals, piano and cor anglais and princi-
pal violin.

The bonus for this evening was the greater sense
of ease with which the orchestra lent extra warmth
to the music.

The SSO have shone in the string of demanding
concerts performed since their return from the
Proms and the quality of music-making has been
remarkably consistent, without any hint of
post-tour flagging.

Coupled with the completion of the Rachmani-
nov recordings, this year may mark a breakthrough
year for the orchestra.

The Ding Yi Music Company melded poetry and
music in its concert. PHOTO: DING YI MUSIC
COMPANY
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W
ashington – By now, audiences
eager to watch Interstellar,
Christopher Nolan’s hotly
anticipated space epic starring
Matthew McConaughey, Jessica

Chastain and Anne Hathaway, have heard the word
on the movie, which has received mixed-to-positive
reviews.

The unanswered question is whether they will
hear a word in the movie.

In what is becoming a distressingly predictable
ritual for Nolan’s movies, Interstellar has been
dinged in recent weeks by critics and other gadflies
for a muddy, thuddingly loud sound design, in which
Hans Zimmer’s booming score (he’s all about that
bass) and similarly thumping sound effects render
spoken dialogue a submerged garble.

The sound was “so bassy and woofer-throbby and
aimed at my rib cage that I couldn’t hear half the
dialogue”, complained Hollywood Elsewhere’s
Jeffery Wells after an October screening. “My ears
felt left out, not to mention the part of my brain that
enjoys hearing words and sentences.”

When Interstellar screened last week, I was
actually able to hear most of the words, unlike
Inception (2010), which left me wondering to this
day exactly what Ken Watanabe was saying.

Then there is the notorious case of The Dark
Knight Rises (2012) and Tom Hardy’s Bane character,
whose vocalisations were so impossible to discern in

an early trailer that Nolan reportedly – grudgingly –
rerecorded his vocal track.

When it comes to overseasoning the sonic soup,
he is in good company: Many people who went to see
Gone Girl found themselves straining to make out
just what Ben Affleck and Rosamund Pike’s charac-
ters were saying during a pivotal scene when their
characters meet at a New York cocktail party.

Like Nolan, Gone Girl’s director, David Fincher, is
well known for his densely layered sound mixes,
which in this case included lots of “walla” (back-
ground chatter) and a captivating musical score by
Trent Reznor and Atticus Ross.

According to Fincher’s longtime sound designer
Ren Klyce, the director purposefully broke the usual
rule of upping the volume on Affleck and Pike’s dia-
logue in the scene, the better to re-create the re-
al-life distracting thrill and thrum of a Manhattan
soiree.

He wanted it to “be like we’re in New York, we’re
at a party and there’s a hundred people in the room
they want to escape”, Klyce explained in an
interview with the website Mixonline. “He was con-
stantly pushing us to amp up the sound effects and
he really wanted to feel that texture throughout.”

The director used the same technique in The
Social Network (2010), most memorably in a scene
set in a San Francisco nightclub, where Mark
Zuckerberg (Jesse Eisenberg) can barely hear a pitch
from investor Sean Parker (Justin Timberlake) over
the din of disco music and clinking glasses. What
Fincher was going for, he explained to Mixonline,
was “a certain realistic density”.

If Fincher can be admired for his devotion to aural
realism, his and Nolan’s push-me-pull-you
approach to sound also exemplifies a dark side to
auteurism, wherein a director insists on strong-arm-
ing his audience to the absolute brink – and some-
times beyond – of not just comfort, but coherence.

All too often, the privileges of being considered a
visionary translate into believing that the film-
making fundamentals of sense, clarity and concision
don’t apply. Viewers could find value in the most
confounding passages of Terrence Malick’s 2011 The
Tree Of Life (which son was Sean Penn, again?) and
still think it would have benefited from more
rigorous editing.

It’s understandable that, for some film-makers,
being conscious of the audience’s enjoyment has
become tantamount to pandering: In Hollywood,
movies are habitually test-marketed and
focus-grouped into a bland mush, their distributors
shamelessly catering to their target demographic’s
every whim. But the slavish catering to mainstream
tastes has created its own reflexive bias, with film-
makers believing that they must either disregard or
alienate their audiences to be taken seriously. (It’s
the same sensibility that dismisses anything that
endeavors to be accessible or, heaven forbid, optimis-
tic, as hopelessly middlebrow.)

So far, viewers have been surprisingly forgiving of
the directors who get off on toying with their ear-
drums and expectations: Having already earned
US$290 million (S$374 million) worldwide, Gone
Girl is on its way to becoming the most commercially
successful film of Fincher’s career.

Interstellar is tracking similarly well for Nolan.
It’s gratifying that what easily could have been
generic blockbusters are being tackled by film-mak-
ers of distinctive, even risk-taking vision. But they
should have long since realised that the choice
between pleasing themselves and pleasing their
audience is a false one. Push-me-pull-you is a per-
fectly legitimate artistic gambit, but pleasure – and
plain old comprehensibility – deserve to be part of
the game as well.

Washington Post
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YAO XIAO YUN PIANO RECITAL
Lee Foundation Theatre/Last Saturday

Chang Tou Liang

Singapore’s strategic position as a hub for region-
al music education excellence has seen many over-
seas students of local musical institutions graduat-
ing and settling here to further enhance the music
scene. China, in particular, has provided the larg-
est body of fine foreign young musicians to grace
our concert stages.

Shanghai-born pianist Yao Xiao Yun, an alum-
nus of the Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts, was
the first prize winner in the Artist Category of the
National Piano Competition here in 2005.

She has gone on to distinguish herself as a
teacher and performer.

On the strength of this recital last Saturday at
the Lee Foundation Threatre, she has lost none of
her passion or fire that marked her out to be a spe-
cial talent.

The evening began with two fast Scarlatti Sona-
tas, which allowed ample display of a crisply artic-
ulated technique that made light work of the rapid
staccatos and running passages. The piano’s imita-
tion of strummed guitars and clicking castanets
could not have sounded more vivid.

Beethoven’s Sonata In D Minor Op. 31 No. 2,
nicknamed the Tempest, was taken at a very delib-
erate tempo in the first movement’s introduction.
This aura of mystique served to heighten the main
subject’s agitated outburst, however some accents
were exaggerated to the point of sounding man-
nered. The slow movement plodded but relief
came in the finale’s perpetual motion, which end-
ed so subtly that the audience was totally caught
by surprise.

Romantic music was more her forte. In Spanish
composer Granados’s Requiebros (Flatteries) from
the suite Goyescas, she laid on the rubato with a
shovel and that helped the cause of the ardent suit-
or in the music’s amorous narrative. It was not dif-
ficult to fall for this Spanish nobleman’s indulgent
and swooning gestures.

Even better was her account of Chopin’s Third
Sonata In B Minor Op. 58, which helped her win
the grand prix all those years ago.

Yao was born to play Chopin, as her grasp of
the Pole’s idiom was totally natural and instinctu-
al. She caught the ebb and flow of the music with-
out resorting to her exact contemporary Lang
Lang’s self-regarding distortions. The ruminative
slow movement was ideally judged and the finale
thrillingly rode on a crest of a tidal wave.

The descriptive music she performed was
well-characterised, like the raucous birdsong and
trills of Wang Jian Zhong’s A Hundred Birds Pay-
ing Respect To The Phoenix, before closing with
an effervescent voyage in Debussy’s L’Isle Joy-
euse.

The latter was inspired by Watteau’s painting
of bacchanalian revelry and Yao’s performance
was accompanied by a projection of an impressive
8m-long scroll painting by her father Yao Hai
Cheng.

The colour scheme of the ink brush images of
sea and rural scenes was determined by principles
of the I-Ching and Chinese geomancy, which took
into account the birth dates of composer, composi-
tion and pianist.

As it is, this year marks the 110th anniversary
of L’Isle Joyeuse, which is some cause for celebra-
tion, one supposes. When music meets fengshui,
anything is possible.

Director Christopher Nolan (far left) on the set of
Interstellar with Matthew McConaughey (left); Gone
Girl’s director David Fincher (above right) with Ben
Affleck (above left). PHOTOS: WARNER BROS,
TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX

When music
meets fengshui

Reliving ancient music and poetrySSO shines with
Bronfman
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It can be hard to hear what
actors in movies such as Gone
Girl and Interstellar are saying

Movie dialogue hard to hear
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